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Abstract 21 

 22 

Feed spacers are important for the impact of biofouling on the performance of spiral-wound 23 

reverse osmosis (RO) and nanofiltration (NF) membrane systems. 24 

The objective of this study was to propose a strategy for developing, characterizing, and 25 

testing of feed spacers by numerical modeling, three-dimensional (3D) printing of feed 26 

spacers and experimental membrane fouling simulator (MFS) studies. 27 

The results of numerical modeling on the hydraulic behavior of various feed spacer 28 

geometries suggested that the impact of spacers on hydraulics and biofouling can be 29 

improved. A good agreement was found for the modeled and measured relationship between 30 

linear flow velocity and pressure drop for feed spacers with the same geometry, indicating 31 

that modeling can serve as first step in spacer characterization. 32 

An experimental comparison study of a feed spacer currently applied in practice and a 3D 33 

printed feed spacer with the same geometry showed (i) similar hydraulic behavior, (ii) similar 34 

pressure drop development with time and (iii) similar biomass accumulation during MFS 35 

biofouling studies, indicating that 3D printing technology is an alternative strategy for 36 

development of thin feed spacers with a complex geometry. Based on the numerical 37 

modeling results, a modified feed spacer with low pressure drop was selected for 3D printing. 38 

The comparison study of the feed spacer from practice and the modified geometry 3D printed 39 

feed spacer established that the 3D printed spacer had (i) a lower pressure drop during 40 

hydraulic testing, (ii) a lower pressure drop increase in time with the same accumulated 41 

biomass amount, indicating that modifying feed spacer geometries can reduce the impact of 42 

accumulated biomass on membrane performance. 43 

The combination of numerical modeling of feed spacers and experimental testing of 3D 44 

printed feed spacers is a promising strategy (rapid, low cost and representative) to develop 45 
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advanced feed spacers aiming to reduce the impact of biofilm formation on membrane 46 

performance and to improve the cleanability of spiral-wound NF and RO membrane systems. 47 

The proposed strategy may also be suitable to develop spacers in e.g. forward osmosis (FO), 48 

reverse electrodialysis (RED), membrane distillation (MD), and electrodeionisation (EDI) 49 

membrane systems. 50 

 51 

Keywords  52 

Polyjet 3D feed spacer printing technology; biofouling control strategies; cleaning; spacer 53 

modification; desalination; water reuse.  54 
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1. Introduction 55 

 56 

Fresh water scarcity is one of the biggest problems faced globally. The most cost efficient 57 

technique to obtain fresh water from saline water is by application of spiral-wound 58 

nanofiltration (NF) and reverse osmosis (RO) (Shannon et al., 2008; van der Bruggen, 2003). 59 

When compared to conventional desalination processes such as thermal distillation, NF and 60 

RO  provide a more selective separation, continuous and automatic operation, easy scale-up, 61 

and effective space utilization (Sonune and Ghate, 2004). However, NF and RO systems face 62 

a significant amount of energy loss due to operational problems due to fouling and in 63 

particular biofouling (Shannon et al., 2008). Most types of fouling like particulate fouling, 64 

scaling and organic fouling can be controlled to a great extent by various pretreatment 65 

methods. Whereas, biofouling  persists even after extensive water pretreatment 66 

(Vrouwenvelder et al., 2008). Biofouling is the amount of accumulated biofilm (biomass) 67 

causing unacceptable membrane performance loss (Flemming, 2002). Numerous studies have 68 

been carried out to control biofouling in spiral wound membrane systems (Al Ashhab et al., 69 

2014; Baker and Dudley, 1998; Ben-Sasson et al., 2014; Habimana et al., 2014; Ridgway and 70 

Flemming, 1996; Ridgway et al., 1983; Schneider et al., 2005; Schwinge et al., 2004; Tasaka 71 

et al., 1994; Vrouwenvelder and van der Kooij, 2001; Vrouwenvelder et al., 2008; Ying et al., 72 

2013). Biofouling is influenced by many factors in the filtration process e.g. feed water 73 

substrate concentration, chemical dosage (e.g. anti-scalants) and bacteria count, linear flow 74 

velocity, feed spacers, etc. (van der Hoek et al., 2000; van Loosdrecht et al., 2012; 75 

Vrouwenvelder et al., 2010a, 2000).  76 

Feed spacers are used in spiral-wound membrane modules to create inter-membrane space 77 

and enhance water mixing to avoid concentration polarization. As reported by Baker et al. 78 

(1995) feed spacers provide surface for initial deposition of fouling that accumulates and 79 
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eventually spreads to the free membrane area. Van Paassen et al. (1998) observed that 80 

biofouling accumulated on feed spacers causing an exponential increase in the pressure drop 81 

in membrane modules. Tran et al. (2007) indicated that the membrane area most affected by 82 

fouling was the area along the feed spacer strands. (Vrouwenvelder et al., 2009a) indicated 83 

that the impact of biofouling on pressure drop was higher in the presence of a feed spacer. 84 

Strategies have been addressed  focusing on the reduction of biofouling on feed spacers by 85 

periodic air/water flushing (Cornelissen et al., 2007) and by applying thicker feed spacers 86 

(Majamaa et al., 2010). Therefore, feed spacers are important for membrane performance and 87 

play an important part in biofouling of membrane systems. Modifying feed spacers could be a 88 

strategy to reduce the impact of biofouling on the performance of membrane filtration based 89 

water treatment systems. 90 

Recently, an increasing number of studies have been focused on modifying the surface 91 

chemistry of feed spacers to reduce biofilm attachment and growth in spiral wound NF and 92 

RO systems (Araújo et al., 2012a, 2012b; Ronen et al., 2015a, 2015b; Wibisono et al., 2015) . 93 

One approach to reduce biofouling impact is to cover membranes and spacers with 94 

antifouling coatings to prevent microbial attachment and growth (Miller et al., 2012; Ronen 95 

et al., 2015a, 2015b; Wibisono et al., 2015). However, anti-fouling coatings wear out 96 

eventually, reducing with time the effect of the coating on biofilm accumulation (Araújo et 97 

al., 2012a). Another approach is to modify the design of the feed spacers in such a way that 98 

the impact of accumulated biomass on membrane performance is reduced and biofouling 99 

removal from the membrane modules is enhanced during advanced cleaning strategies 100 

(Vrouwenvelder et al., 2011). Numerical studies have been done to evaluate biofouling 101 

development on feed spacers from practice with different thickness (Bucs et al., 2014a). 102 

Studies have also been done on the hydrodynamics and the deposition behavior of particles, 103 

simulating bacteria, related to the geometry of the spacers (ladder-shaped and diamond-104 
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shaped geometry) (Radu et al., 2014). The locations of particle deposition predicted by the 105 

numerical modeling were in agreement with the locations where initial biofilm accumulation 106 

was observed in practice. A recent study using optical coherence tomography on feed spacer 107 

channels in RO membrane modules also showed that feed spacer geometry affects the 108 

structure and distribution of biofilm (West et al., 2015). 109 

Modifying the spacer geometry may (i) reduce the impact of biofouling, (ii) reduce energy 110 

requirements and (iii) avoid early membrane replacement. Commonly, feed spacers from 111 

practice applied in spiral-wound membrane modules have a diamond-shaped geometry with 112 

varying thickness ranging from 26 mil to 34 mil (1 mil is 25.4 µm) (Fig. 1). Feed spacer 113 

geometries can be modified by computer aided designing (CAD) and tested theoretically by 114 

numerical modeling/simulation (Fimbres-Weihs and Wiley, 2010; Madireddi, 1999; 115 

Picioreanu et al., 2009; Wiley and Fletcher, 2002). To test modified feed spacer designs 116 

experimentally, the modified spacers need to be manufactured. The start-up costs of the 117 

conventional process of manufacturing feed spacers is more expensive than the cost of bulk 118 

spacer manufacture: The spacer production process requires special extrusion nozzles to 119 

create the mesh-like structure (diamond shape formed due to intertwining of spacer 120 

filaments) in bulk (Brian, 1960). Therefore, a new technique is needed to rapidly produce 121 

modified feed spacers at low cost in quantities sufficient for lab-scale studies. 122 

Potentially, three-dimensional (3D) printing technology is a tool to produce complex 123 

geometry feed spacers. 3D printing technology has been used for over 25 years to develop 124 

prototypes for toys, tools, prosthetics etc. (Karel, 2013). Several 3D printing techniques are 125 

available at present namely Fused Deposition Modeling (FDM), Stereolithography and 126 

Polyjet/Multijet printing (3D Printing Industry, 2015). A suitable 3D printing technique and 127 

material must be selected for a feasible method to produce 3D printed feed spacers. 128 
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The objective of the study was to develop a strategy to design and evaluate feed spacers with 129 

a modified geometry for spiral-wound NF and RO membranes based on (i) numerical 130 

modeling for developing and selecting spacers with a modified geometry, (ii) selecting and 131 

applying a 3D printing technique to produce the modified spacers, and (iii) membrane fouling 132 

simulator (MFS) to study the impact of feed spacers with a modified geometry on biofouling 133 

and pressure drop development. A feed spacer from practice was used as a reference and 134 

compared with a 3D printed feed spacer with the same geometry and a 3D printed feed spacer 135 

with a modified geometry.  136 
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2. Material and Methods 137 

 138 

2.1 Numerical modeling 139 

A three-dimensional mathematical model was developed to study the impact of different 140 

spacer geometries on hydrodynamics in spacer filled channels. For the hydrodynamic 141 

calculations, commercially available software COMSOL Multiphysics (COMSOL 5.0, 142 

Comsol Inc., Burlington, MA, www.comsol.com) was used. The feed spacer geometries were 143 

replicated and designed in SOLIDWORKS (SOLIDWORKS 2014, Dassault Systèmes 144 

SolidWorks Corporation, Waltham, MA, www.solidworks.com) , used in the developed 145 

model and and printed for experimental studies using 3D printing techniques. The model 146 

geometry included one spacer element (Fig. 2), representative of the spacer geometry. The 147 

hydrodynamic calculations assumed stationary flow of an incompressible fluid in laminar 148 

conditions, according to the Navier-Stokes and continuity equations (1): 149 

��� ∙ ∇�� + ∇� = ∇ ∙ �
∇��,			∇. � = 0                                                                                 (1) 150 

Where  � = ���, ��, ��� is the vector of local liquid velocity, p is the pressure, ρ and η are 151 

the density and dynamic viscosity of water (20ºC) (Bucs et al., 2014a, 2014b; Picioreanu et 152 

al., 2009; Radu et al., 2014). Periodic flow conditions were imposed between the inlet and 153 

outlet boundaries (u(0,y,z) = u(LX,y,z)), as well as between the lateral boundaries (u(x,0,z) = 154 

u(x,LY,z)). This approximates the profile corresponding to a spacer element situated within 155 

an array (Table1). The flow is driven by an imposed pressure difference between inlet and 156 

outlet (∆p = p(0,y,z) p(LX,y,z)), while no pressure difference exists between the lateral 157 

boundaries (p(x,0,z) = p(x,LY,z)). The pressure difference ∆p required to drive the flow at a 158 

certain average linear flow velocity is obtained by including an additional constraint (Eq. 2). 159 

, , ( p)set
m avg m avgu u= ∆

          (2) 160 
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The calculated average inlet velocity (um,avg) as defined in equation 3 needs to match the 161 

experimental average velocity in a spacer element(Eq. 4), determined by the measured flow 162 

rate Q, flow cell width w and height h, as well as spacer porosity ε.  163 

 164 

,

(0, y,z)dA

inlet

x
m avg

inletA

u
u

A
= ∫

         (3) 165 

,
set
m avg

Q
u

w h
=

⋅            (4) 166 

 167 

 No-slip boundary conditions were set to all other surfaces (top, bottom and spacer) thus the 168 

flow was calculated without permeate production. The steady laminar flow equations were 169 

solved with finite element methods, on a tetrahedral mesh with a maximum size of 50 170 

micrometers (µm). 171 

 172 

2.2 3D printed feed spacers 173 

Fused Deposition Modeling (FDM) was the first technique tested for producing 3D printed 174 

spacers. FDM proved to be unsuitable for producing feed spacers, since the resulting spacers 175 

and spacer strands were thicker than the feed spacers from practice. Also, the FDM produced 176 

feed spacers were brittle. Stereolithography (SLA) was also tested as a possible option for 177 

printing feed spacers. SLA is an additive method of printing using UV light to cure a liquid 178 

resin. SLA spacers were found not to be suitable as they showed limited material rigidity and 179 

mechanical strength in water with time.  Polyjet printing also known as Multijet printing (3D 180 

Printing Industry, 2015) was the next technique tested, allowing a higher resolution at lower 181 

cost compared to other current 3D printing technologies. A Polyjet printer utilizes multiple 182 

jet heads that deposit a polymer onto a platform, where the polymer is cured with UV light. 183 
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The Polyjet printed end product had a smoother surface finish compared to the FDM spacer 184 

(Wang et al., 1999).  185 

Two sets of 3D printed spacers were produced using Polyjet printing: the first was designed 186 

with a similar geometry as the 34 mil (863 µm) thick feed spacer from practice (referred to as 187 

3DS) and the second was a modified geometry feed spacer (based on numerical modeling) 188 

with the same thickness of 34 mil but differing in mesh-size (number of spacer filaments per 189 

unit area), contact angle between the filaments, and slightly in bottle-necking structure 190 

(referred to as 3DM, Table 2). The 3D printed feed spacer is manufactured from a urethane 191 

acrylate polymer, which is non-biodegradable. 192 

A trial and error approach was applied to develop a modified geometry spacer. The best 193 

spacers from a pressure drop point of view were selected after testing 7 spacer geometries. 194 

Three spacers with decreasing angles and three with decreasing mesh sizes. The best 195 

performing angle was combined with best performing mesh size to create the 7th spacer 196 

(modified spacer), which was tested experimentally in the biofouling study (3D printed 197 

modified geometry spacer, 3DM). In other words, both the feed spacer mesh size and contact 198 

angle were modified, to explore whether feed spacer modifications provide possibilities to 199 

reduce the impact of biofouling on membrane performance. The porosity of the two feed 200 

spacers 3DS and 3DM, calculated by using the numerical model were 0.85 and 0.90, 201 

respectively.  202 

 203 

2.3 Microscopic observation 204 

A Leica M205 FA Stereomicroscope was used to compare the geometry of the 3D printed 205 

spacers with the feed spacer from practice. The characterization was based on spacer filament 206 

shape, contact angle and mesh-size (Li et al., 2002). On a typical feed spacer from practice, a 207 

bottle-neck like structure is present, formed due to the intertwining of filaments during the 208 
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manufacturing process. The 3D printed spacers were also designed with a bottle-neck 209 

structure on the spacer filaments. 210 

 211 

2.4 Experimental set up 212 

The experimental set up (Fig. 3) consisted of a tank, gear pump (PRIMIX), temperature and 213 

differential pressure sensor (Deltabar, Endress+Hauser PMD75, Germany), back pressure 214 

valve (Hydra cell, Wanner Engineering Inc., USA), substrate dosing diaphragm metering 215 

pump (Stepdos 03, KNF Lab, Germany), flow sensor (Ultra flow sensor ULF01.H.0, 216 

POM/FPM) and a membrane fouling simulator (MFS). The accuracy of the differential 217 

pressure transmitter is ±0.05% (Vrouwenvelder et al., 2009c). The tank was filled by tap 218 

water filtered by cartridge (pore size of 5 µm) and carbon filters (UPS BB3, Bluefilters 219 

Group, Netherlands) to remove particulate matter and residual chlorine respectively.  220 

The MFS with external dimensions of 0.07 m × 0.30 m × 0.04 m was used in laboratory 221 

controlled stable conditions to study hydrodynamics and biofouling development (Bucs et al., 222 

2015). The MFS has shown to be representative for the hydrodynamics and biofouling 223 

development (pressure drop development and biomass accumulation) of spiral-wound 224 

membrane modules(Vrouwenvelder et al., 2007, 2006). A coupon of virgin membrane and 225 

feed spacer of 0.04 m × 0.20 m was placed in the simulator in the same orientation as in 226 

spiral-wound membrane modules in practice. The RO membranes were provided by Trisep 227 

Corporation, USA. The feed spacer from practice was 34 mil (863 µm) thick, diamond-228 

shaped, made of polypropylene, with a porosity of 0.85, and was provided by Conwed 229 

plastics, USA. No water permeates through the membranes in our studies; previous 230 

experiments have shown that permeate production has no effect on the measured feed 231 

channel pressure drop during biofouling experiments (Vrouwenvelder et al., 2009a, 2009d). 232 

 233 
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2.5 Operating conditions 234 

The hydraulic characterization of 3D printed feed spacers was carried out in MFSs by 235 

measuring the pressure drop at different flow rates, ranging from 10 L·h-1 to 20 L·h-1 236 

(equivalent to a linear flow velocity of 0.09 m·s-1 to 0.18 m·s-1). The relation between feed 237 

flow and pressure drop for the feed spacers are shown in the supplementary material. 238 

To study biofilm development in the MFS, tap water was pumped to the MFS at a flow rate 239 

of 17.0 L·h-1 equivalent to a linear flow velocity of 0.16 m·s-1, representative of practice 240 

(Vrouwenvelder et al., 2009b). The outflow from the MFS was recirculated to the tank where 241 

fresh tap water was also added at a constant flow rate making a partially recirculated system. 242 

The tap (drinking) water fed to the monitors contained bacteria. No additional bacteria were 243 

fed to the tap water. A nutrient solution containing acetate, nitrate and phosphate in a mass 244 

ratio C:N:P of 100:20:10 was dosed to enhance the growth of bacteria (originating from the 245 

tap water) in the monitor (Vrouwenvelder et al., 2010a). The concentration of substrate added 246 

to the MFS feed water was 1 mg C L-1. Biofouling development was monitored by measuring 247 

the pressure drop increase over time along the length of the MFS (Vrouwenvelder et al., 248 

2009b) and analyzing the accumulated biomass in the MFS at the end of the study. 249 

 250 

2.6 Sampling and biomass analyses 251 

To analyze the accumulated fouling, the membrane and spacer coupons were removed from 252 

the MFS at the end of the biofouling study and placed in tubes containing 30 mL of 253 

autoclaved milliQ water. The tubes with the coupons were placed in an ultrasonic water bath 254 

for 2 minutes followed by mixing on a Vortex for 1 minute to remove fouling from the 255 

membrane and spacers coupons. The procedure was repeated three times and the solution left 256 

after removing the coupons was used to determine the active biomass and total organic 257 

carbon content. To determine the active biomass (live bacterial cells) and total organic carbon 258 
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content, the methods used were Adenosine Tri Phosphate (ATP) and Total Organic Carbon 259 

(TOC) using an ATP Celsis Luminometer and a Shimadzu TOC analyzer respectively. 260 

Details of the methods have been described elsewhere (Vrouwenvelder et al., 2009a).  261 
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3. Results 262 

 263 

A feed spacer from practice was recreated and modified in CAD software and the hydraulic 264 

behavior from the practical and modified spacer was compared using numerical modeling 265 

(section 3.1). Subsequently, a feed spacer with the geometry from practice and a feed spacer 266 

with the modified geometry, selected from the numerical modeling study were 3D printed. 267 

An experimental comparison was made between a spacer from practice, the 3D printed 268 

spacer with the same geometry (section 3.2) and the 3D printed spacer with a modified 269 

geometry (section 3.3). The spacers were compared with respect to (i) geometry 270 

(microscopic), (ii) hydraulic behavior in MFSs (pressure drop vs. linear flow velocity) and 271 

(iii) pressure drop development during biomass accumulation in time in MFSs (Table 3). 272 

 273 

3.1 Numerical modeling and 3D printing of feed spacers 274 

Feed spacers were modified varying mesh-size and contact angle (Fig. 4). The hydraulic 275 

characterization of the resulting spacer designs was modeled to assess possible improvement 276 

over the feed spacer from practice (Fig. 5). On the basis of a more restricted pressure drop 277 

development, one spacer design with a larger mesh-size and reduced contact angle was 278 

selected for experimental studies (Figs 4D, 5D) and 3D printed. This modified spacer was 279 

used to study the combined effect of the larger feed spacer mesh-size and the smaller contact 280 

angle on biofouling development.  281 

 282 

3.2 Comparison of feed spacer from practice and 3D printed spacer with same geometry 283 

Visual comparison of the practical feed spacer (SSP) and the Polyjet produced spacer (3DS) 284 

was based on spacer filament shape, angle between filaments, and mesh-size (Fig. 6). The 285 

two spacers were found to be similar in relation to spacer thickness (34 mil) and contact 286 
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angle (90º), but were slightly different in bottle-necking. The hydraulic behavior was 287 

characterized in MFSs by determining the pressure drop at different flow rates. The feed 288 

spacers SSP and 3DS showed a similar relationship between pressure drop and linear flow 289 

velocity, in agreement with the numerical modeling data (Fig. 7). 290 

During the biofilm development study at constant nutrient dosage, the pressure drop 291 

increased with time in MFSs containing SSP and 3DS (Fig. 8A, B) and the accumulated 292 

biomass was quantified after 7 day MFS operation (Fig. 8C, D). The initial pressure drop, 293 

pressure drop increase with time, and amount of accumulated biomass at the end of the study 294 

indicated similar performance of SSP and 3DS (Fig. 8). Based on the visual, hydraulic and 295 

biofouling characterization, 3D printing proved to be a suitable technique to develop and test 296 

feed spacers for lab scale studies. 297 

 298 

3.3 Comparison of feed spacer from practice and 3D printed spacer with modified geometry 299 

A feed spacer with modified geometry (3DM) selected based on the results of the numerical 300 

modeling (Fig. 5D) was printed and experimentally compared with SSP. Visual observations 301 

of SSP and 3DM confirmed differences in mesh-size and contact angle between the spacer 302 

filaments, while the spacer thickness was the same (34 mil, Fig. 9). 3DM had a larger mesh-303 

size and smaller contact angle compared to SSP. Comparison of the hydraulic behavior of 304 

3DM and SSP showed a much lower initial pressure drop and pressure drop development for 305 

3DM, in accordance with the simulated data (Fig. 10). E.g. at a linear flow velocity of 0.18 m 306 

s-1 (20 L·h-1) 3DM had a 60% lower pressure drop than SSP.  307 

Biofilm development was observed in MFSs containing 3DM and SSP by monitoring the 308 

pressure drop increase over a period of 7 days and analyzing the accumulated biomass at the 309 

end of the study (Fig. 11). Compared to SSP, 3DM had (i) a 60% lower initial pressure drop 310 

and (ii) a 34% lower pressure drop increase after 7 days with about the same accumulated 311 
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biomass amount. The results indicated that modifying the spacer geometry can reduce the 312 

impact of accumulated biomass on the pressure drop increase.  313 
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4. Discussion 314 

 315 

The objective of the study was to develop a strategy to design and evaluate advanced feed 316 

spacers with an adapted geometry to improve membrane performance, using the combination 317 

of numerical modeling and experimental studies with 3D printed spacers in MFSs. Results of 318 

numerical modeling and experimental studies on spacer hydraulics were in agreement (Figs. 319 

7 and 10). The feed spacer from practice and the 3D printed feed spacer with the same 320 

geometry showed similar hydraulics (Fig. 7) and biofouling development (Fig. 8). A 321 

modified 3D printed feed spacer showed improved hydraulics (Fig. 10) and a lower impact of 322 

biofouling on membrane performance (Fig. 11). 323 

 324 

4.1 3D printing technique to design modified geometry feed spacers 325 

Computer aided designing can help create modifications in feed spacer geometry. Detailed 326 

numerical modeling studies on feed spacer geometries have been done to optimize the feed 327 

spacer structure in relation to mass transfer and hydrodynamics in spiral-wound membrane 328 

modules. The studies addressed the impact of the spacer orientation, contact angle between 329 

the filaments and mesh size (Fimbres-Weihs and Wiley, 2010, 2007; Geraldes et al., 2002; 330 

Koutsou et al., 2007; Saeed et al., 2012; Shakaib et al., 2007). The spacer filament shape had 331 

a strong impact on hydrodynamics (Bucs et al., 2014a; Picioreanu et al., 2009). With the 3D 332 

printing technique, as addressed in this paper, the impact of the spacer filament shape can 333 

also be tested experimentally. In our study, the focus was on modifying the spacer geometry 334 

by increasing the mesh-size and reducing the contact angle. Numerical modeling showed that 335 

by these modifications of the spacers, the pressure drop is reduced significantly (Fig. 5). The 336 

modified geometry spacer C showed a slight improvement in pressure drop performance over 337 

modified geometry spacer D (Fig. 5).  However, due to wider strand spacing, modified spacer 338 
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C may have lower dimensional stability than modified spacer D. In spiral-wound elements 339 

lower dimensional stability of feed spacers is often associated with feed spacer extrusion or 340 

“telescoping” of the membrane element. For this reason modified spacer D was chosen over 341 

modified spacer C (Fig. 4) for 3D printing and the experimental studies. 342 

A 3D printing technique was selected to produce feed spacers for lab-scale studies. Emphasis 343 

of the study was the replication of the spacer geometry from practice applying polypropylene 344 

like material. The first 3D printing technique FDM proved to be unsuitable for producing 345 

feed spacers due to limitation in achieving the same thickness as the spacer from practice and 346 

the same material strength. Polyjet printing technique was then selected and it was shown that 347 

this technique can produce thin materials with a high resolution.  348 

The Polyjet 3D printing technique was used to produce a spacer with a geometry and 349 

thickness identical to a feed spacer from practice. The experimental hydraulic 350 

characterization and biofouling study showed that the 3D printed spacer (3DS) was identical 351 

to the feed spacer from practice (SSP). Subsequently, the modified geometry spacer (3DM) 352 

was printed and evaluated experimentally using the MFS. At the end of the experimental 353 

period the same amount of biomass was accumulated using the SSP and 3DM spacer 354 

geometries in the MFS. The lower performance decline (lower pressure drop increase) for the 355 

monitor with the 3DM spacer geometry suggests that the accumulated biomass had less effect 356 

on the hydrodynamics of the 3DM spacer compared to the SSP spacer. Lower impact of the 357 

same amount of biomass can be explained by differences in the biofilm structure and/or 358 

compactness (volume) and/or spatial distribution compared to the biofilm formed in the flow 359 

channel with the SSP spacer geometry. In section 4.3 tools suitable for future studies are 360 

presented and discussed. In summary, results from the studies showed that the selected spacer 361 

with increased mesh-size and reduced contact angle reduced the impact of biofouling on 362 

pressure drop development thereby improving membrane performance (Fig. 12). 363 
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 364 

4.2 A novel strategy to modify feed spacer geometry 365 

3D printing has been used to manufacture bulky objects like flow cells but, it is not described 366 

in literature, that this technique is used to produce feed spacers for membrane based water 367 

treatment such as desalination and reuse. In this study, a new strategy is proposed for 368 

evaluating the performance of standard and modified spacers with a variety of geometries 369 

(Fig. 13). After designing and numerical modeling, the modified 3D printed spacers can be 370 

evaluated effectively on lab-scale. Once a modified spacer proves to perform better than 371 

current feed spacers in practice, the next stage will be to manufacture spacers in bulk using 372 

the conventional manufacturing technique or possibly using 3D printing techniques. The 373 

modified spacers can then be used in spiral-wound membrane modules in pilot plants and 374 

eventually industrial installations for evaluating the performance on large-scale.   375 

 376 

4.3 Suggestions for future studies 377 

3D printed spacers with a modified geometry can be used to study several factors affecting 378 

the performance of spiral-wound membrane systems, such as the permeate production in NF 379 

and RO membrane systems as described in numerical studies (Ma and Song, 2006). 380 

Modifying the spacer design will impact the permeation/product formation. Feed spacers 381 

enable proper mixing of feed water in the membrane module in order to avoid concentration 382 

polarization and consequently, scaling (Saeed et al., 2012). Therefore, the effect of modified 383 

feed spacers on concentration polarization (scaling) should be studied as well.  384 

Periodic cleanings for biofouling control of membrane systems are inevitable. Pre-treatment 385 

and dosage of chemicals such as anti-scalants with a low nutrient content will delay the build-386 

up of biofouling, while use of modified spacers may reduce the impact of accumulated 387 

biomass on membrane performance. In the long run, despite the best organic nutrient removal 388 
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by pre-treatment and thicker/modified spacer use, cleanings of membrane modules are 389 

unavoidable (Cornelissen et al., 2007b; Vrouwenvelder et al., 2009b). Current chemical 390 

cleaning strategies of membrane systems containing standard geometry feed spacers do not 391 

restore the original membrane performance (Creber et al., 2010a,b). Chemical cleanings 392 

inactivate biomass but are not effective in a complete biomass removal from spiral-wound 393 

membrane modules (Bereschenko et al., 2011; Creber et al., 2010a,b; Vrouwenvelder and van 394 

der Kooij, 2001). Due to the presence of spacers, the biomass inactivated by chemicals 395 

remains trapped in the feed channel leading to rapid regrowth of biofilm. In other words, the 396 

net-like structure of the feed spacer hampers biomass removal from the membrane module 397 

during conventional cleaning using chemicals. Designing a feed spacer with e.g. a larger 398 

mesh-size and reduced contact angle may lead to better removal of biomass from the 399 

modules. Advanced cleaning strategies such as air water flushing or elevated shear by using 400 

air (gas) bubbles (Cornelissen et al., 2007b; Vrouwenvelder et al., 2010b) may enhance 401 

biofilm detachment and removal. Therefore, effective biofilm removal from the membrane 402 

module may be possible using modified geometry feed spacers combined with advanced 403 

cleaning strategies.  404 

The phenomenon of easy cleanability can be investigated in lab-scale MFS studies with in-405 

situ imaging techniques like oxygen sensing optodes, optical coherence tomography, 406 

magnetic resonance imaging etc. by understanding the spatial distribution of biofilm in the 407 

feed channel in presence of modified geometry spacers (Dreszer et al., 2014; Farhat et al., 408 

2015; Manz et al., 2005; Prest et al., 2012; Staal et al., 2011; Valladares Linares et al., 2015; 409 

West et al., 2015). There is a need to develop cleaning strategies focusing on the removal of 410 

biofouling from membrane systems. Use of modified feed spacers in membrane modules may 411 

facilitate reducing the impact of accumulated biomass on performance and removal of 412 
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detached biofilm from the spiral-wound membrane modules and the membrane installation, 413 

providing a robust solution for biofouling control.  414 

Spacers are not limited to NF and RO spiral-wound membrane systems. Forward osmosis 415 

(FO), reverse electrodialysis (RED), membrane distillation (MD), and electrodeionisation 416 

(EDI) are examples of other membrane based processes where spacers play an important role. 417 

FO is a membrane separation process driven by a difference in osmotic pressure across the 418 

membrane, meaning FO operates at low or no hydraulic pressures compared to NF/RO (Cath 419 

et al., 2006). RED is the process of obtaining energy from a salinity gradient i.e. energy is 420 

retrieved from the difference in the salt concentration between saline water and fresh water 421 

both let through a stack of alternating cation and anion exchange membranes (Lacey, 1980). 422 

MD is a hybrid process that uses membranes and operates on the basis of evaporation, where 423 

mass is transported by the difference in vapor pressures between feed and permeate 424 

(Phattaranawik et al., 2003). EDI is an ionic separation technology using electricity, ion 425 

exchange membranes and resins to produce high purity deionized water (Alvarado and Chen, 426 

2014), involving non-conducting and various conducting spacers (Li et al., 2010; Nikonenko 427 

et al., 2008; Yeon and Moon, 2003). 428 

Unlike NF/RO where biofouling has been reported on the feed side of the membrane, FO and 429 

RED systems face fouling problems on either side of the membrane. A recent biofouling 430 

study of FO systems with varying spacer thicknesses showed that spacer biofouling impacted 431 

FO membrane performance, emphasizing the importance of spacers (Valladares Linares et 432 

al., 2014). Studies done in RED with and without spacers showed that fouling had less impact 433 

on performance in absence of spacers (Post et al., 2010; Vermaas et al., 2013). MD studies 434 

showed that performance could be improved by using spacers and that a coarse spacer 435 

showed better performance than a fine spacer (Martínez-Díez et al., 1998). Besides 436 

membrane based water filtration systems, spacers are also an essential part of membranes 437 
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installations in food and dairy industry (Flint et al., 2011; Mohammad et al., 2014). EDI 438 

studies with ion conducting spacers showed to affect performance emphasizing the role of 439 

spacers (Nikonenko et al., 2008). 440 

In summary, the proposed strategy to design and evaluate advanced geometry spacers, using 441 

the combination of numerical modeling of spacer geometries and experimental testing of 3D 442 

printed spacers can help in characterizing and controlling operational problems in various 443 

membrane treatment processes from e.g. water desalination and reuse, energy production, 444 

food and dairy industry and can be used to develop new antifouling strategies.  445 
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5. Conclusions 446 

 447 

Studies for spiral-wound NF and RO systems were done involving (i) the creation of several 448 

types of feed spacer geometries in CAD software and comparison of hydraulic behavior using 449 

numerical modeling, (ii) 3D printing of a practice and modified feed spacer, and (iii) 450 

experimental membrane fouling simulator (MFS) studies of a practice and 3D printed feed 451 

spacer with the same geometry and (iv) MFS studies of a practice and a 3D printed modified 452 

geometry spacer. The spacers were experimentally compared on geometry, hydraulic 453 

behavior and pressure drop development during biomass accumulation in MFSs. Based on 454 

the results, the following can be concluded: 455 

• Numerical modeling and experimental studies showed the same hydraulic behavior for 456 

practice and 3D printed feed spacers with the same geometry. 457 

• 3D printing technology is a suitable tool to produce spacers with a thin and complex 458 

geometry: feed spacer from practice and 3D printed spacer with same geometry showed 459 

similar hydraulics and biofouling development. 460 

• Compared to a feed spacer from practice, a 3D printed feed spacer with a modified 461 

geometry showed a low feed channel pressure drop and low biofouling impact on 462 

performance. 463 

• A strategy is proposed to design and evaluate spacers with advanced geometry, using the 464 

combination of numerical modeling of spacer geometries and experimental MFS testing 465 

of 3D printed spacers.  466 

The proposed strategy may also be suitable for developing spacers in e.g. forward osmosis 467 

(FO), reverse electrodialysis (RED), membrane distillation (MD), and electrodeionisation 468 

(EDI) membrane systems. 469 

 470 
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Fig 1: Inventory of feed spacers used in practice in spiral-wound reverse osmosis and 
nanofiltration membrane elements for drinking water production, supplied by four global 
membrane manufacturers coded I-IV [7]. All feed spacers had the same geometry differing in 
thickness between 26 and 34 mil (1 mil equals 25.40 µm). 

Fig. 2: The computational domain and applied boundary conditions for hydrodynamic 
simulations including one feed spacer element. Arrows indicate flow direction. 

Fig. 3: Scheme of laboratory test installation. The residual chlorine in the feed water (In) was 
removed using a carbon filter (a) and particulate matter was removed using a cartridge filter 
(b). The water entered a tank (c) at a constant flow and was pumped to the MFS by a rotary 
gear pump (d).  The temperature sensor (e) and flow controller (f) were installed before the 
MFS to monitor the temperature and regulate the flow respectively. The pressure drop over 
the MFS was measured with an accurate differential pressure transmitter (h). Nutrients were 
dosed using a dosing pump (g) to the feed water of the MFS. A back pressure valve was used 
(i) to prevent back flow. The water was recirculated to the tank.    

Fig 4: Mathematically modelled (A) standard feed spacer, (B) spacer with modified filament 
angle, (C) spacer with modified mesh size and (D) spacer with modified filament angle and 
mesh size. 

Fig 5: Mathematically modelled feed channel pressure drop (mbar) as a function of linear 
flow velocity (m·s-1) for (A) standard feed spacer, (B) spacer with modified filament angle, 
(C) spacer with increased mesh size and (D) spacer with modified filament angle and 
increased mesh size.  

Fig 6: Microscopic top-view images of a 34 mil thick (A) standard feed spacer (SSP) and (B) 
3D printed similar geometry feed spacer (3DS). Arrow indicates flow direction of water in 
the MFS. 

Fig 7: Feed channel pressure drop (mbar) as a function of linear flow velocity (m·s-1) 
simulated for feed spacer 3DS using numerical modeling and measured for the feed spacers 
SSP and 3DS using MFS.  

Fig 8: Pressure drop in time (A), pressure drop increase (B) and amount of accumulated 
biomass in the MFS (C and D) after 7 days of operation at constant feed flow. The difference 
in TOC between SSP and 3DS is not significant. 

Fig 9: Microscopic top-view images of a 34 mil thick (A) SSP and (B) 3D printed modified 
geometry spacer (3DM). Arrow indicates flow direction of water in MFS. 

Fig 10: Feed channel pressure drop (mbar) as a function of linear flow velocity (m·s-1) 
simulated for feed spacer 3DM using numerical modeling and measured for the feed spacers 
SSP and 3DM using MFS. 

Fig 11: Pressure drop increase in time (A), pressure drop increase (B) and amount of 
accumulated biomass in the MFS (C and D) after 7 days of operation at constant feed flow.   
The difference in TOC between SSP and 3DM is not significant.                                                                                                           

Fig 12: Impact of biofouling on pressure drop increase in MFSs containing the practice feed 
spacer (SSP), 3D printed same geometry spacer (3DS) and the 3D printed modified geometry 
spacer (3DM). With the same amount of accumulated biomass in the MFSs, the pressure drop 
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increase was (i) similar for SSP and 3DS and was (ii) much lower for the 3DM compared to 
SSP.                  

Fig. 13: Scheme for cost effective development and evaluation of novel feed spacers for 
biofouling and scaling control. 

 

 

Table 1: Numerical model parameters. 

Table 2: Code used for the feed spacers studies. 

Table 3: Schematic structure of studies performed with numerical modeling and 
experimental studies with MFS containing feed spacers SSP, 3DS and 3DM. 
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Table 1: Numerical model parameters. 

Parameter Symbol Value Unit Source 

Model geometry 

channel length LX 2.6-6.8 mm 
varies with spacer geometries 

channel width LY 3.3-6.8 mm 

channel height LZ 863 µm 34 mil 

Model parameters 

average inlet flow velocity um 8.6 cm·s-1 chosen 

feed water density ρ 1000 kg·m-3 water 

water viscosity η 10-3 Pa·s water 

temperature T 293 K chosen 
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Table 2: Code used for the feed spacers studies 
 

Feed spacer Details Thickness mil* 
SSP Standard spacer as used in practice 34  
3DS 3D printed spacer with similar dimensions as 34  
3DM 3D printed spacer with modified geometry 34  

 *1 mil equals 25.40 µm 
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Table 3: Schematic structure of studies performed with numerical modeling and experimental studies with MFS containing feed spacers SSP, 3DS and 3DM. 
 

Aspect Methods# Section Figures 
Numerical modelling of various feed spacer geometries  3.1  

- Geometry of feed spacer M  4 
- Relationship linear flow velocity and pressure drop M  5 

Comparison of 3D printed spacer with practice spacer  3.2  
- Visual observation V  6 
- Hydraulic characterization M+MFS  7 
- Biofouling study: Development of pressure drop and biomass MFS  8 

Comparison of 3D printed modified geometry spacer with practice spacer  3.3  
- Visual observation V  9 
- Hydraulic characterization M+MFS  10 
- Biofouling study: Development of pressure drop and biomass MFS  11 

# M= numerical modeling; V= visual observation; MFS= experimental studies 
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Fig 1: Inventory of feed spacers used in practice in spiral-wound reverse osmosis and nanofiltration membrane 
elements for drinking water production, supplied by four global membrane manufacturers coded I-IV [7]. All 
feed spacers had the same geometry differing in thickness between 26 and 34 mil (1 mil equals 25.40 µm). 
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Fig. 2: The computational domain and applied boundary conditions for hydrodynamic simulations including one 
feed spacer element. Arrows indicate flow direction 
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Fig. 3: Scheme of laboratory test installation. The residual chlorine in the feed water (In) was removed using a 
carbon filter (a) and particulate matter was removed using a cartridge filter (b). The water entered a reservoir 
tank (c) at a constant flow and was pumped to the MFS by a rotary gear pump (d).  The temperature sensor (e) 
and flow controller (f) were installed before the MFS to monitor the temperature and regulate the flow 
respectively. The pressure drop over the MFS was measured with an accurate differential pressure transmitter 
(h).  Nutrients were dosed using a dosing pump (g) to the feed water of the MFS. A back pressure valve was 
used (i) to prevent back flow. The water was recirculated to the tank.    
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Fig 4: Mathematically modelled (A) standard feed spacer, (B) spacer with modified filament angle, (C) spacer 
with modified mesh size and (D) spacer with modified filament angle and mesh size. 
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Fig 5: Mathematically modelled feed channel pressure drop (mbar) as a function of linear flow velocity (m·s-1) 
for (A) standard feed spacer, (B) spacer with modified filament angle, (C) spacer with increased mesh size and 
(D) spacer with modified filament angle and increased mesh size.  
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Fig 6: Microscopic top-view images of a 34 mil thick (A) standard feed spacer (SSP) and (B) 3D printed similar 
geometry feed spacer (3DS). Arrow indicates flow direction of water in the MFS.  
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Fig 7: Feed channel pressure drop (mbar) as a function of linear flow velocity (m·s-1) simulated for feed spacer 
3DS using numerical modeling and measured for the feed spacers SSP and 3DS using MFS.  
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Fig 8: Pressure drop in time (A), pressure drop increase (B) and amount of accumulated biomass in the MFS (C 
and D) after 7 days of operation at constant feed flow. The difference in TOC between SSP and 3DS is not 
significant. 
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Fig 9: Microscopic top-view images of a 34 mil thick (A) SSP and (B) 3D printed modified geometry spacer 
(3DM). Arrow indicates flow direction of water in MFS. 
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Fig 10: Feed channel pressure drop (mbar) as a function of linear flow velocity (m·s-1) simulated for feed spacer 
3DM using numerical modeling and measured for the feed spacers SSP and 3DM using MFS. 
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Fig 11: Pressure drop increase in time (A), pressure drop increase (B) and amount of accumulated biomass in 
the MFS (C and D) after 7 days of operation at constant feed flow.    The difference in TOC between SSP and 
3DM is not significant.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                  
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Fig 12: Impact of biofouling on pressure drop increase in MFSs containing the practice feed spacer (SSP), 3D 
printed same geometry spacer (3DS) and the 3D printed modified geometry spacer (3DM). With the same 
amount of accumulated biomass in the MFSs, the pressure drop increase was (i) similar for SSP and 3DS and 
was (ii) much lower for the 3DM compared to SSP. 
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Fig. 13: Scheme for cost effective development and evaluation of novel feed spacers for biofouling and scaling 
control. 
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Highlights  
• Comparison of practical and 3D printed spacers with the same and modified geometry 
• Numerical modeling and experimental studies on hydraulics and biofouling 

• Similar hydraulics and biofouling development for same geometry feed spacers 
• Improved hydraulics and low biofouling impact by feed spacer with modified geometry 
• Proposal for a strategy to develop and test a new generation feed spacer 
 
 


